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RUSSELL S H A N K  
SURVEYA N D  HISTORICAL ARTICLES on scientific 
and technical periodicals invariably bring out two facts: the modern 
scientific periodical was created in the 1660’s with the publication of 
the Philosophical Transactions and the Journal des Sqavans; and as a 
medium of communication, the modern scientific periodical is the 
lifeblood of the advancement of science, but is a difficult medium to 
manage, and perhaps an inefficient and inadequate vehicle for its 
purpose. 
The importance of the first of these two statements is that it estab- 
lishes the role of the scientific periodical in the communication of 
scientific information as a deep-seated, firmly entrenched tradition 
as old as modern experimental science itself. The second statement is 
important because it suggests the necessity for tampering with this 
tradition. 
No complete inventory of scientific periodicals exists. The number 
and extent of the growth of scientific periodicals can only be surmised 
from evidence such as the increase in the number of titles listed in 
the World List of Scientific Periodicals (from 25,000 in 1921 to 50,000 
in 1950) or in the number of periodicals abstracted by Chemical 
Abstracts (from 1,246 in 1926 to 9,700 in 1960). Cagle estimates that 
there are 15,000 to 25,000 biological periodicals in existence; Behnke 
suggests a figure of 20,000.2 This gross estimate is indicative of the 
information with which any researcher must work. 
Financial data relating to scientific periodical publishing are diffi- 
cult to acquire even from nonprofit professional societies and are non- 
uniformly reported. The American Institute of Physics reported a 
total expenditure of $580,000 in 1950, of which $531,000 was for pub- 
lication~.~By 1960 the Institute spent $2,020,000 for publications in a 
total expenditure of $3,050,000.4 The American Chemical Society more 
than doubled its expenditures for its publishing enterprises from 
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$3,080,000 in 1952 5 to $7,28O,WO in 1960. Its total expenditure in 1960 
was $8,220,000.6 At the other end of the scale, the Society for Rhe- 
ology spent $1,400 in 1950 of which over $1,000 was for p~blications.~ 
In 1960 it expected to spend $2,300 of its $3,400 estimated expenses 
for publications.* 
The contents of scientific and technical periodicals are directly re- 
lated to the results of research and development efforts of scientists; 
hence we must look into this environment to understand the pressures 
which have led to this growth. Again, we have no complete inventory 
of data upon which to rely, The highlights are sufficient indicators of 
the order of magnitude of the trend, however. The total scient8c re- 
search and development budget for all private, institutional, and 
government agencies in 1953-54 was estimated to be $5.15 billion; by 
1959-60 the figure had reached $12.4 b i l l i ~ n . ~  These figures are in 
contrast with an estimated $220 million in the years immediately pre- 
ceding World War 11.10 A corollary to the increase in funds in science 
is the increase of manpower devoted to scientific endeavors. The 
number of engineers increased from an estimated 215,000 in 1930 to 
over 700,000 in 1957; the number of scientists from 46,000 to 250,000.11 
The number of authors in the index of the Engineering Zndex in 1951 
was approximately 23,000; in 1959 it was over 39,000. 
The archival journal, containing original contributions to knowledge 
in the form of scientific and technical papers, is the king of scientific 
periodicals. Indeed, the scientific paper distributed to an interested 
public periodically in magazine format is the primary medium of 
organized communication of advances in scientific research and de- 
velopment. It is this branch of scientific periodical publishing which 
traces its roots to the seventeenth century. The organization of the 
publishing industry which manages the production and distribution 
of such papers for the scientific community is of vital importance in 
a highly scientific and industrial community. In the United States this 
segment of the scientific press is controlled largely by scientists them- 
selves through the development of the archival journal publishing ac- 
tivities of their professional societies. With very few exceptions, the 
leading archival journals in all fields of science and technology in the 
United States are published by professional societies. The authors of 
the papers published in the journals are primarily, but not necessarily, 
members of the societies. For the most part the editors of these 
journals are unpaid volunteers, sometimes elected, sometimes ap- 
pointed, from the societies’ memberships. Some societies pay a mod- 
erate fee to their editors for expenses incurred. Many large societies 
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employ full-time paid publication officers who may frequently serve 
also as editors. Papers are generally selected for publication by the 
editor on his own analysis or after a review by society members who 
are experts in various fields. Some journals publish only articles ac- 
cepted for delivery at various meetings of the societies. Others will 
publish any paper of importance regardless of its public delivery. 
Redactory services may be provided by paid staffs at society head- 
quarters if the society has a membership large enough to afford such 
services. Frequently redactory services are offered by printers. The 
same may be true of business services; however, it is more likely that 
a society itself will control the solicitation of subscriptions, the sub- 
mission of bills, and the collection of dues and subscription fees. 
No complete inventory of society publications in the United States 
has ever been made. The National Science Foundation recently sur- 
veyed 155 scientific societies and found that among them they pub- 
lished 203 journals, with a total circulation of almost 1.3million copies. 
Individual circulation figures ranged from 250 to 85,000 copies per 
issue.12 
One must not pass too lightly over the role of the printer in pro- 
ducing society journals. Through the years the large societies have 
tended to favor several printing firms which have become inexorably 
involved in the publishing activity, These printers may give advice 
on professional editorial techniques, type faces and sizes, and format 
or style changes which help in reducing publishing costs. They may 
read proof, distribute publications, and experiment with new tech- 
niques on the society’s behalf. Again, though no inventory has ever 
been made, it probably can be safely said that relatively few printing 
firms are involved in manufacturing a majority of the professional 
society and many commercial archival type journals. 
The rise of new occupational specialties and the rapid expansion 
of certain technical fields have generated an astonishing growth of 
trade journals. These journals are largely trade newspapers in mag- 
azine format with sections containing news of the industries covered, 
carefully edited expository, narrative or descriptive articles of im- 
portant research and development activities, brief notes of personnel 
changes in the industries, and most important, advertisements and 
offers of literature about products used in the various industries. At 
the end of 1960, the roster of American trade magazines had risen to 
over 2,000 in number. Every conceivable field is covered, from maca- 
roni making to missile and rocket manufacturing. As many as 60trade 
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journals may be published in one field. Circulation of these periodicals 
ranges from a few thousand to over 300,000.Many of them are sent 
free to practitioners in various fields with advertisers paying the costs 
of publishing. In a number of instances it is impossible to purchase 
a subscription to certain trade journals: copies are sent free to a 
very carefully controlled list of persons who the editor feels have a 
need-to-know ( a  consumer’s interest in the advertising) in the field 
covered by his journal. Many of these journals are published by 
America’s leading publishers, such as McGraw-Hill, Conover-Mast, 
and Chilton. Most of these publishers employ large staffs of techni- 
cally-trained people to prepare feature articles and to report the news. 
Most of these journals welcome contributions from industrial workers 
and indeed will even pay honoraria for such contributions. Staff 
authors are seldom identified in trade j0urna1s.l~ 
House organs published by various manufacturing and distributing 
corporations, represent another major medium of scientific and tech- 
nical communication. In 1954 there were somewhat more than 6,000 
of these publications in the United States: this figure has probably 
risen to well over 8,000 by now.14 Only external house organs, that is 
those published by corporations for consumption by customers, were 
analysed for this article. The vast majority of these external house 
organs is sales literature, devoted primarily to descriptions of the 
corporations’ facilities, the new and old products manufactured and 
distributed by the corporations, and to a limited extent, some very 
general descriptive articles concerning the industry or American busi- 
ness. Most house organs are distributed free and without discrimina- 
tion to anyone the publishers feel will be interested and anyone who 
asks for copies.l5 
The very small number of house organs published by industrial 
research laboratories, both private and public, must be mentioned 
separately, since they may contain original contributions to knowledge 
produced by members of company research teams. Many of these re- 
searchers present their information in the form of scientific papers at 
meetings of professional societies to which they belong, and thereby 
direct their papers to the more traditional society publications. Some 
corporations reserve the right to approve such publication, establish- 
ing their prior claim to original publication for the corporation. Many 
contributions to the literature in these journals are too practical or 
provincial for inclusion in more scholarly journals under any circum- 
stances. In any event, journals such as the Bell System Technical 
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Journal, the RCA Review, the ZBM Journal of Research and Develop- 
ment are eagerly sought and may be the only sources of information 
on many phases of the research and development behind specsc in- 
dustrial products. Many of these meatier house organs may have sub- 
scription prices which are usually far below costs, but, too, many 
corporations overlook the small matter of sales cost and distribute 
their journals free, particularly to libraries and in answer to requests 
from interested individuals. 
The general purpose society magazine falls between the trade 
journal and the archival publication. I t  is designed to carry news of 
society activities, articles of general discipline-wide interest (such as 
the role of science in government, or science manpower requirements, 
personal notes of society members' activities, abstracts of papers pre- 
sented at society meetings), and sometimes scientific papers of 
discipline-wide interest. More important, however, is the use of the 
general purpose magazine to carry the advertising solicited by the 
society, which incidentally may produce more income than is required 
to publish the general purpose journal itself. The additional income 
becomes part of the total society's activity financing. The U.S.Internal 
Revenue Service recently began considering the possibility of assess- 
ing societies on this advertising revenue. The case hinges around the 
determination of whether society publishing is an unrelated business 
within the meaning of the tax laws.16 The tradition of association for 
communication and the advancement of science established with the 
formation of the Royal Society in the 1660's would seem to militate 
against the government's case. 
Scientific societies, as has been pointed out, dominate the field of 
archival journal publishing in the United States. An analysis of peri- 
odicals published in this country in thirteen sciences listed in Ulrich's 
Periodicals Directory indicates that American professional societies 
publish approximately 40 per cent of the journals among which are 
many of the world's most important titles, In the eight fields of science 
covered in Brown's Scientific Serials 26 of the 37 American journals 
among the top 10 in these sciences are society journals.'T All of the 
most frequently cited American journals among the top 10 in chem- 
istry and physics are published by societies. Almost all of the top 
American journals which are most frequently cited in the fields of 
botany, geology, mathematics, and physiology are society journals: 
none of the zoology journals may be thus accounted for. 
The sampling of titles in Ulrich's shows that commercial firms pub-
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lish 30 per cent of the scientific and technical periodicals. Commercial 
hms,  publishing their own and some society journals, are most active 
in the fields of psychology, chemistry, atomic energy, and almost all 
fields of engineering. In fact, in engineering, because of the great 
activity in the trade journal field, commercial publishers probably 
publish as many journals as do the engineering societies, if not a few 
more. 
In Europe, on the other hand, commercial publishers such as Taylor 
and Francis, Butterworth, Elsevier, and Springer have long been 
active as the publishers for a large number of societies’ journals as 
well as many archival journals without such association. There is in- 
creasing evidence that a few American publishers, however, are turn- 
ing to the scholarly journal publishing field, again, as in Europe, 
either providing redactory and business services for societies (gen- 
erally the smaller ones) or conceiving and managing journals of their 
own design. Academic Press, Interscience Publishers, and Pergamon 
Press have been the most active of these publishers in recent years. 
Their usual agreement is to charge the societies fees for each mem- 
ber’s copy of the journals and to collect for themselves all money from 
nonmember subscriptions. Between them they are now publishing 
approximately 90 scholarly journals, 14 of them for professional 
societies. Most of these publishers’ nonsociety journals have boards 
of editors from the scientific community, emulating as much as pos- 
sible the society technique of control of content. Interestingly, top 
officials of these three firms all derive experience from European pub- 
lishing activities. Indeed, Pergamon Press in America may be con- 
sidered only a branch of a European venture. A notable exception to 
these comments about the lack of involvement of American com- 
mercial publishers is seen in the medical sciences, covered elsewhere 
in this issue of Library Trends. Over 75 per cent of the medical 
journals listed in Ulrich‘s are published by at least 17 important com- 
mercial publishers. 
University departments and university presses account for approxi- 
mately 13 per cent of the titles analyzed. Here mathematics and engi- 
neering are the leading subjects treated. The engineering journals in 
this case are largely student publications, whereas the mathematics 
journals are truly scholarly research journals. 
Government agencies publish slightly less than 10 per cent of the 
journals analyzed in Ulrich‘s list. An examination of the periodicals 
published by the government listed in the Monthly Catalog of United 
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States Government Publications shows that government agencies pub- 
lish approximately 100 true magazines, with 60 being in the fields of 
science, particularly agriculture, medicine, public health, military 
science, natural resources, and physics, Government agencies publish 
nearly one-third of all military journals in the United States, including 
all of the scholarly journals from the graduate military schools and 
the training and news journals of the services. Trade associations and 
nonprofit research institutions account for about 5 per cent of the 
journals listed in UlricKs in the fields analyzed. The trade associations, 
representing largely manufacturers and technicians, are active prid 
marily in various fields of engineering. 
The great problem for most societies is the provision of economical 
redactory and business services. Large societies may have sufficient 
incomes to hire permanent staffs of professional publishing personnel 
to manage their publishing enterprises. Otherwise it is almost im- 
possible for societies to find members with sufficient skills in such 
matters as marking material for printers, in searching for adequate 
printing facilities, and in establishing business contracts and book- 
keeping systems for any but the most simple journals. One of the 
notable developments in society organization in the United States has 
been the federation movement whereby smaller societies have banded 
together to pool financial resources in order to establish adequate 
headquarters facilities and to provide, among other things, redactory 
and business management services for publications. Thus the American 
Institute of Physics was formed in the 1930's to give such assistance 
to 5 major societies of physicists. In time, the Institute has been able 
to establish its own journals in the field of physics, covering areas 
which none of the individual societies can support. The American 
Institute of Biological Sciences, as mentioned by Dr. Brodman in 
the previous article, provides redactory services for 6 journals of 
member and affiliate societies and for 5 direct Institute publications. 
Recently the Institute has added the solicitation and handling of ad- 
vertising to its list of services available to member and affiliate so-
cieties. As we have already seen, a few societies are purchasing 
redactory services from commercial publishers. 
The two primary sources for most society income are dues and 
advertising. Advertising income, which in large societies may produce 
an income of as much as $3.4 million a year, is quite limited in certain 
subject areas, particularly in the pure sciences such as mathematics 
and physics where readers are engaged in non-product consumption 
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enterprises. Nonmember subscription income is another important 
source of funds for some societies. The recent survey by the National 
Science Foundation shows that the total circulation of mathematics 
journals published by societies goes to twice as many people as there 
are members in the societies. Society journals in chemistry circulate 
to approximately 80 per cent more people than are members of the 
societies. Earth sciences and engineering figures showed total member- 
ship and total circulation figures very nearly the same. (The difference 
between total circulation of a society journal and total membership 
in a society might also mean that scientists in these fields regularly 
receive more than one journal. In any event, most additional circula- 
tion results in extra-subscription income. )12 Many societies have also 
used grant and gift money for publishing activities. The National 
Science Foundation distributed $1.6 million in 1960 to assist in the 
publication of journals including translations of Russian journals into 
English and some abstracting services.l8 Back issue sales produce only 
limited income for a few societies. The problem here of course is that 
it is expensive to produce extra journals and to maintain an inventory 
of back issues. The American Institute of Physics has given detailed 
attention to this problem in an attempt to establish the basic economics 
of print orders and back issue inventory and income.le A few agencies 
derive some income through page charges whereby authors, or the 
agencies for which authors work, are billed for the number of pages 
covered by the article. This innovation, introduced by the American 
Institute of Physics, was aimed at charging those responsible for the 
research for part of the cost of getting research results into print. 
Relatively few agencies have established page charges. None of them 
demands that page charges be paid before an article can be published. 
Nevertheless, a surprisingly high percentage of page charge bills are 
honored. Page charges for the American Institute of Physics are now 
$30 per page for most of the Institute’s journals. Agencies which honor 
these charges receive 100 copies of reprints of the articles. 
Individual and institutional subscription bills have increased notice- 
ably in the past decade not only because of the growing volume of 
publications which seem attractive, but also because of the rising unit 
costs of subscriptions. A Cost of Library Materials Index, recently 
published by the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel- 
fare, shows the index €or periodical costs in all but one of the sciences 
covered to have increased anywhere from one to 27 points more than 
the index for all periodicals taken together, using 1947 through 1949 
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as the base. The following figures are extracted from this table of 
indexes.20 
Prices of Scientific Periodicals 
(Index: 1947-49 =100) 
Field of Science 1950 1960 
Psychology 105.2 143.0 
Medicine 113.0 148.1 
Industrial Arts 104.1 146.0 
Engineering 107.0 152.2 
Zoology 107.6 157.2 
Mathematics, Botany, Geology, 
and General Science 110.9 168.3 
Chemistry, Physics 113.4 174.1 
All Periodicals 108.1 147.0 
There is no doubt that the costs of American scholarly scientific 
periodicals would be considerably higher if professional societies had 
not assumed the major responsibility for their publication. A recent 
study of physics journals made by the American Institute of Physics 
shows that the average subscription price to nonmembers of the 
American Institute of Physics member societies of non-A.I.P. physics 
journals (which would include a number of unidentified commercial 
journals) is over 3 times as much as the average subscription price to 
nonmembers per 10,000 words of A.I.P. journals.21 
Many librarians may recall the public outcry of American and 
British periodical consumers in the late 1920's and early 1930's over 
the exceedingly high price of German scientific periodicals, particu- 
larly in medicine and biology. In a series of letters in Nature magazine, 
dating from March 1928, Bonser,22 Pra~had,~3 and others, clearly 
pointed out that German periodicals in these fields were priced 3 to 4 
times as high as English and American periodicals. The Council of 
the Royal Society even decided to discontinue a number of subscrip-
tions to German journals in an effort to save money. The German 
publishing industry, after reaching an agreement with a national or-
ganization representing contributors to reduce the number of disser-
tations published in full in German periodicals and to encourage 
shorter contributions from research specialists, finally succumbed to 
this pressure and reduced prices by 20 per cent in 1934 and by another 
35 per cent in 1935.24t25The problem, as German publishers are 
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quick to point out, was that in Germany the publishers assume the full 
burden of publishing, whereas in Great Britain and the United States 
scientific societies, government agencies and other institutions sub- 
sidize similar publications, either through volunteer activities of 
society members or through direct subventions. It is German practice, 
not only for commercial scientific periodical publishers to bear the 
full cost burden, but also for them to pay contributors, a practice 
practically unheard of in English-speaking countries. 
This same issue has arisen again in recent years. Bonser and Russell 
publicized the high cost of German medical and scientific periodicals 
at a conference of medical librarians in 1953.28More recently several 
librarians published a table of prices which showed several com-
mercial publishers’ scientific journals to be considerably higher than 
similar society journals.27 One of the publishers responded that he 
had two subscription rates, and if the lower one, available to indi- 
viduals, were used, the picture was quite reversed.2s The current cam- 
paign has not resulted in lower prices. 
The pressures of environment have done more than just increase the 
size and number of journals. In order to reduce the time between sci- 
entific discovery and report to the public, letters to the editors con- 
taining brief announcements of new research results with few details, 
but somewhat longer than abstracts of articles, have become a popular 
means of quick dissemination of information. The American Physical 
Society recently established an entire journal of “letters,” eliminating 
that feature from its Physical Review. The letters are intended to be 
brief, and if prepared according to standards set by the Society, can 
be quickly published. The journal is run on the same basis as a news 
journal, with a deadline for submission of copy to the printer, and 
with no delays allowed while awaiting anticipated papers. Offset re- 
production is used, and a sampling of subscribers shows that the 
journal is in the hands of the readers ten days after it is sent to the 
printer.2Q Now there are several commercial journals devoted to similar 
letters such as Tetrahedron Letters and the announced Solid State 
Letters. 
There have been technological changes also. Difficulty in obtaining 
typesetters and in finding shops equipped to handle the complex prob- 
lems of setting up scientific matter in print has led to a search for 
new typesetting techniques. The most notable development has been 
the invention of the photographic typesetting machine. At least one 
such instrument, the Photon, is in operation for both experimentation 
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and production, under the direction of the American Chemical Society 
and its major printer, The quarterly Journal of Chemical and Engi- 
neering Data is produced on the Photon. Use of this equipment is 
still in the experimental stage, however. A.C.S. is intent upon modify- 
ing the machine and its operation in order to reduce costs which as 
yet do not show off the Photon to advantage over hot metal type- 
setting.30 
The American Institute of Biological Sciences has been experiment- 
ing for several years with an original microcard edition of the journal 
Wildlife Disease. Published for the relatively small Wildlife Disease 
Association (about 300 members paying dues of $1per year in 1959 
when the experiment began), the journal now has a “press run” of 
approximately 1,000 copies. A full-sized brochure describing the 
articles in each issue is sent with the set of cards to each subscriber. 
The experiment should close shortly with an evaluation of this format 
for small society publishing enterprises and the acceptability of micro- 
card originals to the scientific c ~ m m u n i t y . ~ ~  
Splitting of older journals into two or more new ones is a frequent 
phenomenon in science but may be viewed as a natural concomitant 
of the growth of science. The head of one large technical book pub- 
lishing firm speculated recently that when the number of practitioners 
in any field of science reaches about 10,000, areas of specialization 
naturally occur in the field, and in fact, bifurcation may create entirely 
new fields of science.s2 It is only natural that one larger journal would 
then contain less of interest to any scientist in the sub-fields than be- 
fore. Two forces are at work here tending to split an existing journal. 
One is the pressure of the growing volume of material to be accom- 
modated by a journal as the number of practitioners increases; the 
other is the reduction of the number of articles which appeal to 
readers who are becoming more specialized in their interests. Splitting 
of journals is not a new phenomenon. For example, American Ma- 
chinist magazine, founded in 1877 in the early days of the develop- 
ment of mechanical engineering in the United States, saw soon after 
its inception that it would not be able to keep up with steam power, 
railroad and shop practices, and machine tools. Hence, the publishers 
decided to leave the steam power field to Power magazine, to concen- 
trate itself upon shop practices, and to establish a new journal Loco-
motive Engir1eer.8~ 
Clear evidence of the efficacy of carefully planned splitting and re- 
grouping of material of interest is contained in the recent action of 
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the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. After careful analysis 
of the contents of its Transactions, and after several decades of a 
relatively successful experience with a subdivision of the Transactions 
to create a quarterly section entitled Journal of Applied Mechanics, 
the Society split its Transactions into five separate journals. Special 
rates were established to allow members to obtain more than one part 
at less than the total subscription rate of the parts taken separately. 
As of November 1959, the year of the split, subscriptions to the new 
quarterlies ranged from about 3,400 to 5,600, or a total of 21,600 sub- 
scriptions compared to about 5,000 for the old Transactions and 6,000 
for the Journal of Applied Me~hanics.3~A classical example of 
journal-splitting is the change of the American Society of Civil Engi- 
neers annual Proceedings into eighteen subject sections. A.S.C.E. 
arrived at this juncture following an attempt to publish each paper 
as a separate to be delivered to members with pre-stated interests. 
The logistics of distribution forced a change at about the 900th paper. 
Important as the scientific and technical periodical is, and try though 
the publishers might to keep abreast of the pressures, this medium of 
communication has been under severe attack for a number of years. 
The great volume of material to be published has strained the financial 
resources of societies and has taxed the capacities of printing pro- 
duction plants. The clogged channel has produced untimely delays 
between the receipt of the manuscript by a publisher and its final 
appearance in print. The shortened papers are almost too brief. One 
apocryphal story has it that a scientist once complained that the journal 
article in which he described research for which he was given a Nobel 
Prize was so short that he himself was unable to understand it fully 
when he returned to it some years after its publication. The ever- 
increasing splitting of journals and the creation of many new journals 
have scattered papers to a point ivhere scientists may not feel confident 
that they are reading all the literature important to their field. 
Many alternatives to the scientific periodical have been suggested, 
particularly in the last 25 years. Generally these alternatives suggest 
the production of scientific papers as separates to be sent to scientists 
upon demand from a national central agency, or from the appropriate 
society, with various complementary devices to publicize the avail- 
ability of papers, or the production of “exotic” media such as micro- 
card and microfilm editions of original material. 
Phelps and Herline thoroughly analyzed the criticisms of the sci- 
entific periodical as a means of communicating information and the 
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alternative suggestions in a recent issue of the UNESCO Bulletin for 
Libraries. Their conclusion is 
that the case for replacement of the scientific periodical by a system 
of separates, distributed either from a central depository or by indi- 
vidual societies, has not been proved, Although it must be admitted 
that there are delays in publication of scientific work and deficiencies 
in the bibliographical control of the mass of published information, it 
has not been demonstrated that the proposed alternative would consti- 
tute an improvement, On the contrary, the many objections to the 
plan, as recorded in the literature reviewed in the . . ..report lead us 
to believe that it might well be a worse system than the present system 
of periodical publication, to say nothing of the greatly increased cost, 
as advertising now covers much of the cost of periodical publication^.^^ 
The primary factors which weigh heavily in favor of the periodical 
are, indeed, its periodicity and standardization of format, the selection 
and editorial service offered by experienced or knowledgeable editors, 
the periodical’s ability to respond to public reaction, through consumer 
control as in the professional societies or subscriber contribution to the 
profits of commercial publishers, and its ability to bring to the con- 
sumer in one cover, not only scientific information but also a variety 
of auxiliary information concerning personnel, products, and news of 
the various fields of science. Kronik does hazard a comment in his 
recent study of the development of the scientific periodical that the 
periodical’s two major roles in the process of scientific communica- 
tion, namely serving as a vehicle for communication of new discoveries 
and ideas, and acting as a repository of knowledge, may be incompat- 
ible roles and may represent different kinds of problems in organiza- 
tion and management.3e Signs that some societies and editors may be 
vaguely aware of such incompatibility can be seen in the translation 
of the “Letters to the Editors” in Physical Review into a separate pub- 
lication, Physical Review Letters, or in the production of special re- 
view journals with long, thoughtful, and slowly prepared articles by 
contrast with the short, current, scientific paper. Kronik’s guess, per- 
haps, should be turned into a thesis for testing. The scientific peri- 
odical is strong, virile, and heady. Unrest may yet, however, produce 
a revolution. 
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